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New Members

Getting Started

Welcome to OpenDaylight Controller wiki group. Here are some steps that might help you to get started:

- Get an OpenDaylight account [here](#), which will help you to access OpenDaylight resources
- Sign up for discuss (general), infrastructure (ODL infra) and controller-dev (us) mail lists [here](#)
- Join to communicate #opendaylight (general), #opendaylight-meetings (meetings) and #opendaylight-mdsal (us) channels on IRC
- Join OpenDaylight Controller:MD-SAL-Clustering Clustering Hackers Weekly call on Tuesday from 08:00-9:00 PST/PDT | 11:00-12:00 EST/EDT | 15:00-16:00 UTC during Daylight Time/16:00-17:00 UTC during Standard Time to learn, collaborate and contribute

OpenDaylight Controller:Installation

- Please follow this [link about installation](#)

OpenDaylight Controller

- Please look at the latest controller documentation where you can find out about MD-SAL, RESTCONF and latest information here at latest [OpenDaylight Controller Documentation](#).

Understanding MD-SAL

- Please look at the latest Opendaylight documentation regarding the [MDSAL structure and details](#).

Current release

- Magnesium Release Plan

Previous releases

- Nitrogen Release Plan
- Carbon Release Plan
- Fluorine Release Plan
- Boron Release Plan
- Beryllium Release Plan
- Sodium Release Plan

Project Facts

**Project Creation Date:** April 10th, 2013  
**Lifecycle State:** Bootstrap  
**Type:** Kernel  
**Primary Contact:** Robert Varga <robert.varga@pantheon.tech>  
**Project Lead:** Robert Varga <robert.varga@pantheon.tech>  
**Committers:**  
**Active:**
- Tom Pantelis <tompantelis@gmail.com>  
- Robert Varga <robert.varga@pantheon.tech>  
- Stephen Kitt <skitt@redhat.com>  
- Michael Vorburger <vorburger@redhat.com>  
- Anil Vishnoi <vishnoianil@gmail.com>  

**Inactive:**
- Ed Warnicke <eaw@cisco.com>  
- Moiz Raja <moraja@cisco.com>  
- Tony Tkacik <tony.tkacik@gmail.com>  

**Emeritus:**
- Alessandro Boch  
- Andrew Kim  
- Bhushan Kanekar  
- Chi-Vien Ly  
- Devin Avery  
- Jason Ye  
- Calvin Hom  
- Madhu Venugopal  
- Patrick Chu  
- Venkatraghavan Sankarasubbu  
- Ying-Sheng Wen

**IRC:** freenode.net #opendaylight  
**Mailing List:** controller-dev@lists.opendaylight.org  
**Archives:** mailing list archives  
**Meetings:** See MD-SAL meetings in the Weekly Project Meeting List  
**Repository:** git clone https://git.opendaylight.org/gerrit/controller  
**Jenkins:** jenkins silo  
**Gerrit Patches:** code patches /reviews  
**Bugs:**
- open bugs